
Familiar with baseline, throws examined for timing, ball placement/accuracy, velocity. “No issues” 

means all of the above looked fine = faster notes only describing issues, Inc or int noted 

 

Vs. Houston 

No issues 

No issues 

Maybe a touch late. Good play by defender to break up, inc 

Too high/ahead, inc 

Slightly high/ahead, inc 

Inside where defender could have broken up. Better to outside 

Timing pass, physical defender got around receiver for int 

Quite a bit high and outside. No chance at completion. Zero pressure. Not a horrific pass, but bad 

Ankle being held while throwing, missed outside and low. No issue with pass in context, but a little 

surprised Brady didn’t slide out of harm’s way. inc 

Good pass short middle 

Pressure, but slid out and reset well. Deeper right throw looked like overthrow it was so high. 

Interesting as receiver was underneath DB with no help on defense. Throwing too would have ben inc at 

worst. Play was on 3rd and 6 

Decided to throw to Edelman double covered on go route. Slight underthrow (not bad for distance 

though) and lucky it wasn’t picked. 

No issues, 24 yard pass 

Evaded early pressure then sack. Good coverage helped 

Complete 16 on come back. Come back looked like receiver worked abnormal amount of distance back. 

Possible wide and short 

Receiver stopped on pass of about 40. Bad miscom 

Good pass to right side for 9 

Looks like good pass deep left but can’t know without route call 

Inc pass low and way behind. Receiver open 

Batted at line 

Defensive holding negated int, but at time of release defender had really good position. Bad decision to 

throw 



Some pressure, pass sailed outside, inc 

Line missed block, free rusher sack 

Not on same page as Edelman and bad throw. Edelman breaks to L sideline to scope throw, Brady 

motions to “go” Edelman has no realistic shot to turn upfield as far as ball was thrown. At best, double 

move turns into 50/50 ball, Brady threw it like Edelman would hit the sideline and move far upfield 

No issues, 5 yards 

Not enough heat and/or late. Had Edelman open crossing middle, defender easily breaks up, near int 

Sanu crossing. Pass a little low and Sanu falls while catching. No YAC 3 yards, needed 4 on 3rd down. Go 

for it and… 

Good throw short left. To receiver’s hands but defender able to knock away. Credit to all parties, 

defense just came out ahead 

Nice sideline pass to Edelman for 7 

Good throw with pressure. Looked like he led his man back inside. Wiped out d/t holding 

Short throw to right sideline on 2nd and long. Nice pass, only gain 4.  

Moves in pocket well, hits open receiver short right, but breaks tackle to gain first 

Wide open receiver has to slow to adjust to deep right ball. Open d/t obvious pick play and OPI wiped 

out gain 

Pressure, throws while falling to avoid sack. Underthrown inc 

Houston lost Edelman while crossing, nice pass to wide open target for long gain 

Safety valve type throw lob. Too far inside and overthrow. Collapsed pocket hard to step into, inc 

Good catch by open receiver. Too far inside and high 

Very slightly high pass on short route to R sideline. Ball dropped 

Good coverage, held ball too long. Throw away short to avoid negative play 

Good pass on short L. Play design led to walk in TD 

Little high but converted third and long 

Right side beat, sack 

Short left for easy chunk on 2nd and long 

Pass fine, DPI likely created inc 

Prevent D allows chunk in middle. Pass is fine 

Throwaway 



Some pressure, way overthrown to left 

Nice pass into small window 

Fine pass to left gets exact amount for first 

Pass outside and high, inc 

Scramble drill and Brady shoots dart to middle for TD. Play of the game? Too close to EZ so not prevent 

Hard to tell on 2pt attempt. Probably DPI but not called (further evidence refs aren’t looking to help 

Pats).  

Underthrow deep left. Nearly picked 

Receiver had to jump for deep left. Pass a little high to open receiver 

Touch behind outlet throw to R for 7 

Pass is fine to outlet R for big gain (prevent D) 

Jump ball to Edelman over the middle. Edelman does literally jump but pass wan’t bad.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


